LogFrame Checklist

1. LogFrame should follow causal logic:
   - If...then, why, and how

2. Results statements should be:
   - Clear
   - Meaningful
   - Specific
   - Measurable
   - Feasible

3. Results should **cause** the level above, not **define** it.

4. LogFrame should not state the same thing in the Sub-Purpose as is said in the Purpose.

5. Remember, the **Purpose** should describe the final end condition the project wants to achieve.

6. The Purpose, Sub-Purposes, and Immediate Outcomes should not be inverted.

7. Remember, the **lower level** causes the **upper level** to happen.

8. Capacity building is a **means to an end**; that end is what should appear in Purposes and Sub-Purposes, not capacity building (with some exceptions)

9. Results statements should be **uni-dimensional**: Different levels should not be crammed into one result. (Tip: Watch for the words by, through, to, in order to, so that, via.)

10. Indicators should measure the results statements.

11. Assumptions need to be specific and measurable (if possible), valid, relevant, and must be monitored.

12. Risks must be assessed and mitigated.